Our Aims
a) To Reform, Reshape and Repair
mainstream and neo-classical economics
to provide equal access for all, whilst
providing academic rigour of the highest
standards in terms of new thinking in
philosophy, methodology and ontology
for economics.
“Leading change by example” - Prof.
Tony Lawson, Author and Professor of
Econometrics at Cambridge University
b) To found an inclusive and progressive
economics discipline, called “Green
Economics” based equally on environmental and social justice and on diversity,
comfortably including learning from
natural science and other sources.
“The GEI have already been largely
successful in their second aim” - Prof.,
USA
“You have achieved that already,”
- Jacqueline Cremens, Sec. Gen. of the
European Greens (Brussels 2011)
c) To create an Inclusive, Progressive
economics discipline based equally on
environmental and social justice and
on diversity amongst all humanity, comfortably including learning from natural
science and other sources and including
everyone and everything on the planet.
This way of living will be diverse and inclusive with access for all. It will include
those with no voice, and those with no
power, and those with disability of all
kinds and all minorities. We must move
beyond pur-suing the greatest happiness
of the greatest number and include
everyone equally. This we describe as
“Progressive and Inclusive Economics.”
We have been working to create a team
as diverse as possible and walking the
talk, practising what we preach. We are
extending our programme to expressly
offer places in our teams at the highest
level, to people with disabilities which
are either of personality, physical and
mental nature.

d) To create an economics which
in which long term survivability
of everyone and everything on
the planet are regarded as equally
important to short term
considerations of profit, greed
and growth.
e) To make economics efficient,
and relevant to the concerns of
the 21st century, removing the
short term growthist and greed
and wealth creation imperative
and replacing it with more
holistic values.
“An inclusive and holistic
discipline of Green Economics
is music to my ears.” - Prince
Charles, Prince of Wales, on our
academic journal,
the International Journal of Green
Economics.
f) To make economics practise
and theory accessible for
everyone, (including women
throughout the world) removing
its exclusive priesthood.
Everyone and everything on
earth has an economic impact,
economic rights and economic
responsibilities.

In 2011 Miriam Kennet was named
as one of 100 most powerful
women in the world who create
change by poverty charity One
World Action and awarded by Jon
Snow of the BBC.
g) To change peoples, (especially
economists) perception of the
natural world and its beings, and its
systems so they see themselves, and
their economy as part of it. We
launched our model of the
economy in the House of
Commons in 2011 where it was
very well received.
h) To influence governments and
politicians to adopt the above into
policy making. The Swedish and
Ghanian Environment
Ministers have used our books to
inform their policy making in
2012. The RIO +20 Summit Leader
used our books (Handbook of
Green Economics) to inform the
outcome of the conference. The
United Nations has badged our
women’s Unequal Pay and Poverty
book as its own! We have spoken in
the UK Bank of England and the
board of the European Central
Bank strategy discussions.

